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The new version of the Oresteia at the National Theatre is the most important theatrical event 

for many years, and the best account of any Greek play that I have seen. It demonstrates that 

it is not necessary to modernize and bowdlerize Greek myth in order to make it acceptable to 

a contemporary audience, and consequently exposes the flabbiness and cowardice behind (for 

instance) the RSC's recent attempt to produce a Reader's Digest version of the Greeks. This 

production is the classic account for our generation of the Oresteia, against which we must 

judge all attempts to stage ancient tragedy. 

 

The National Theatre's triumph rests on two foundations. The first is the acceptance of Greek 

tragedy as a ritual event: the aim of Peter Hall's production is to persuade us into believing in 

and partaking of this ritual. It is primarily this purpose that the masking of the actors and the 

use of men to portray all the characters serve; the effect, erroneously called alienation, is to 

cause us to see beyond the individual situation to the universal it embodies. In such a 

conception of tragedy the chorus ceases to be a problem: it is our comment on the meaning of 

the events we witness, and on our unavailing desires to change or avert what can only be 

exorcized by the ritual we are undergoing. This interpretation of the Oresteia is correct; but 

the achievement of causing it to be accepted by a modern audience is almost miraculous. At 

the end of the trilogy, after five hours of theatre, the Furies are tamed and led off to their new 

home in Attica as the Kind Ones, through the audience. The chorus calls on us to stand: 

"Silence while the Kind Ones pass; now echo our chorus, raise your own cry." Suddenly we 

realize that we have accepted this experience: we are the believers, the people of Athens 

witnessing the birth of a new cult, as the procession passes through our midst. 

 

The second foundation of this production is the magnificent translation by Tony Harrison, 

surely the best acting translation of Aeschylus ever written (Rex Collings. £3.50). It gives the 

impression of catching every image and every nuance of meaning that is dramatically 

significant, while recreating Aeschylus' traditional grandeur and sonority. The cause of this 

success lies in Harrison' s appeal to the English equivalents of the archetypal patterns of 

language behind Aeschylus' poetry; Harrison's rhythms, assonances, rhymes, word plays and 

alliterations recall us to the traditions of Anglo-Saxon poetry. The language is both simple 

and dense, relying heavily on the consonantal strength of English and its richness in gutturals 

and labials: 

 

Father. father doused in doom 

kept immoveable by death 

what can grope through your grave-gloom 

unbreachable by light or breath? 

 

What words can worm their way 



through the sour soil of sorrow 

what beacon of bright day 

burrow your dark barrow? 

 

From all the bloodclan's grave-rites 

they barred and blocked your bones, 

never budging, held by night's 

death-heavy anchorstones. 

 

Only once or twice in the five hours of theatre does Harrison's step falter. Peter Hall's 

direction and Harrison Birtwistle 's music respect this achievement of a major dramatic poet, 

and faultlessly subordinate themselves to his text. Nothing in the performance directs 

attention away from the words; every rhythm is pointed, the pace reflects the compression of 

the verse, and every word is clearly audible. This intensely aural experience should surely be 

put on records (as surely as it should be presented on radio), before it leaves the National 

Theatre repertory. 

 

The restraint of Peter Hall is the most surprising, since Aeschylus is the most theatrical of the 

Greek tragedians, a director's gift. His choruses are enmeshed in the action, his aim is a 

succession of scenes demanding almost the treatment of a tableau; in imagery and dramatic 

technique he is an artist of the visual. Peter Hall knows how to make a visual point: for 

instance the attitudes of Orestes and Pylades in the Choephori reflect the archaic smile of 

their masks, so that we seem to see the Greek statues of the Acropolis jerking into life. But 

the hallmark of this production is its restraint in visual terms: this has the remarkable effect of 

redirecting attention within the trilogy. We are used to regarding the Agamemnon as the most 

successful play, the Eumenides as ritually important but dramatically impossible, and 

acceptable only as a sort of intellectual Hegelian synthesis of bloodguilt. The Choephori 

merely links the two. 

 

In this production it is the Agamemnon which suffers: the great scenes which it is composed 

of are subordinated to the dramatic thrust of the trilogy as a whole, and not allowed to usurp 

our attention. Contrarily that much neglected play, the Choephori, becomes the great 

dramatic moment of the trilogy, exhibiting a psychological and a poetic force which will be a 

revelation to all who see it. The most powerful single scene in the trilogy is in fact the 

lamentation of the Trojan slaves at the gravemound of their murdered conqueror, 

Agamemnon, and the recognition scene of Orestes and Electra. One begins to see why that 

scene was so important to the Greeks, why it was copied by Sophocles and parodied by 

Euripides. Thus the Choephori emerges as a play of uniquely consistent mood and intensity; 

the result is to place the final play, the Eumenides, in its proper perspective, as a genuine 

reconciliation of genuine conflicts. 

 

Treated like this, with respect, as a work of art which has the right to make its own meaning 

clear, and for which the director must merely make sure that each part is given its proper 

voice, without imposing his own spurious unity of interpretation, the trilogy reveals its 



significance as a plurality of insights into a single problem, the origins and the basis of 

civilization: 

 

What Earth breeds is appalling. 

Monsters rock in the arms of the sea. 

Fearful sky-flames flare and fall 

through terrible void territory. 

 

Monsters, meteors, sea, soil, space. 

things that fly, creep, crawl, 

of all these horrors the human race 

is the terror that tops them all. 

 

Or as Sophocles put it, deliberately echoing Aeschylus. Wonders are many on earth. and the 

greatest of these is man. 

 

To us the events in Greek tragedy are myths, to the Greeks they were real. Historically 

speaking. the Greeks are right: we do not know what they knew about the origins of their 

world which is ours: we do not worship at the old chamber-tombs; when we discover them 

we strip them for our museums. The Oresteia is also itself history, a tragedy in time, 

performed in 458 BC. It is deeply committed politically: it relates archetypal patterns of 

justice to a new democratic order of society, established in a revolution three years earlier. 

That revolution took justice from the nobility and gave it to the people' s courts, keeping back 

only murder trials: Aeschylus argues that this and this alone is the proper function of the 

aristocratic court. 

 

But essentially the Oresteia is about the birth of the social order. By reflecting his own 

historical moment through the mirror of myth, Aeschylus reveals the tensions in all forms of 

social organization. His trilogy is therefore about bloodguilt, vendetta, clan loyalty against 

the city, about the origins or justice in retribution, about the fragileness of all attempts at 

order. It is also, as the programme insists too much. about that modern myth, what Engels 

called “the historical defeat of the female sex". the transition from the old world of 

matriarchy to the new world of male domination. We may know as a fact that the institution 

of matriarchy never existed in history; but 

 

[REST OF ARTICLE MISSING FROM SCAN] 


